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What are neuro-ICU and neurosurgery teams obligated 
to provide when a family asks for “everything” to be done 
for a patient with a clearly devastating brain injury? This 
question comes up routinely in the practice of neuro-
critical care. Depending on the type and extent of brain 
injury and the interventions that are theoretically possi-
ble, these questions often present a practical struggle—
where prognostic uncertainty, perspectives on acceptable 
quality of life, respect for the decisional autonomy of an 
incapacitated patient via substituted judgment by his or 
her surrogate, and a clinician’s level of ethical concern 
over providing potentially inappropriate treatment often 
collide.

In this issue of Neurocritical Care, Marcellino et  al. 
present a case of a 61-year-old woman initially admitted 
with severe COVID-19 pneumonia who developed mul-
tiorgan failure and then subsequently was found to be 
comatose off sedation with loss of pupillary reflexes and 
motor responses on examination [1]. Imaging revealed 
a large right cerebellar infarct with hemorrhagic conver-
sion, clear evidence of upward herniation, and signifi-
cant obstructive hydrocephalus. The clinical team held 
a goals-of-care conversation with the family, who was 
insistent that all therapeutic measures be undertaken. 
The neurosurgery team declined a suboccipital decom-
pressive craniectomy given the patient’s poor prognosis, 

but a ventriculostomy was still offered and placed even 
after the team communicated to the family that a poor 
outcome for the patient was certain, regardless.

The authors present the subsequent events and sequen-
tial neuroimaging of the case as an instructive oppor-
tunity to discuss how brain death can develop from a 
posterior fossa mass lesion: likely compression of the 
deep venous system from upward herniation, venous 
congestion, increased intracranial pressure, impedance of 
cerebral blood flow, total brain infarction. The authors do 
note that, by the time the patient had progressed to brain 
death, her ventricles were completely collapsed. This case 
raises an issue that is often discussed in the neuro-ICU 
but difficult to study: how much does ventriculostomy 
worsen upward herniation from an obstructive posterior 
fossa mass lesion in the absence of surgical decompres-
sion? Classic teaching suggests that the risk of exacerbat-
ing upward herniation in these situations is significant, 
although a prior case series (whose authorship overlaps 
with this case report) does challenge that conventional 
wisdom [2].

Regardless, for this particular case, the authors them-
selves state that, “In such a multifaceted brain injury, 
ventriculostomy will not improve the condition nor pro-
vide decompression of the cerebellum” [1]. This raises the 
related but separate question of whether ventriculostomy 
itself, as a surgical procedure, should really have been 
offered at all for this patient in the setting of her initial 
poor examination, devastating neuroimaging findings, 
her advanced comorbidities, and the decision to forgo 
decompression. What are neurointensivists and neu-
rosurgeons obligated to offer when a family is insistent 
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that “everything” is done? While multiple studies among 
a variety of neuro-ICU conditions and the Neurocriti-
cal Care Society’s own Recommendations for the Criti-
cal Care Management of Devastating Brain Injury [3] do 
warn against early limitations in treatment, it may never-
theless be obvious to clinicians for many severely brain-
injured patients (including the patient in the case report) 
that performing an aggressive intervention requested by 
the family has no chance at improving clinical outcome.

Resolution of clinician–family disagreement over 
potentially inappropriate treatment is particularly dif-
ficult for time-pressured decisions, as it is not practi-
cal for such decisions to undergo extensive institutional 
review (e.g., via a clinical ethics committee, etc.) [4]. An 
consensus statement on potentially inappropriate treat-
ment from multiple critical care professional societies 
advises clinicians who find themselves mediating these 
time-pressured situations to ask themselves the initial 
question, “Am I certain that this requested treatment is 
outside the boundaries of accepted practice?” [4]. For 
the patient in the case report, while the vast majority of 
neurocritical care specialists would agree that a poor out-
come was certain regardless of interventions performed, 
whether the act of offering a ventriculostomy without 
decompression was “outside the boundaries of accepted 
practice” is much more debatable.

Perhaps the equipoise that the neurocritical care 
community or an individual clinician might feel over 
this question might also be influenced by the patient’s 
COVID-19 status. After the ventriculostomy was placed 
in this patient, the patient was treated in the neuro-ICU 
for approximately another week before progressing to 
brain death. For a COVID-negative patient destined to 
the same fate, such additional treatment can raise ques-
tions about the utilization of ICU resources; however, the 
personal risk that the patient presents to bedside nurses, 
treating physicians, and other patients in the same ICU 
is minimal. This is not necessarily so for the COVID-
positive patient. Such reality has influenced the balance 
that patient and surrogate autonomy has played in some 

clinical decisions—for example, the decision to provide 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation for a COVID-positive 
patient with refractory deterioration [5]. In an era where 
the pandemic has increased the personal risk that health 
care professionals assume at work and decreased the 
resources of many intensive care units, perhaps the cal-
culus of offering interventions that are certain not to be 
of benefit for COVID-positive patients at the request of 
their family members may be a bit more fraught, even 
more so than is usual in the neuro-ICU.
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